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  Abstract  
  This chapter gives an overview of work on the representation of semantic information in 
lexicon resources for computational natural language processing (NLP). It starts with a 
broad overview of the history and state of the art of different types of semantic lexicons in 
Computational Linguistics, and discusses their main use cases. Section 2 is devoted to ques-
tions of how to construct semantic lexicons for Computational Linguistics. We discuss di-
verse modelling principles for semantic lexicons and methods for their construction, ranging 
from largely manual resource creation to automated methods for learning lexicons from 
text, semi-structured or unstructured. Section 3 addresses issues related to the cross-lingual 
and multi-lingual creation of broad-coverage semantic lexicon resources. Section 4 discusses 
interoperability, i.e., the combination of lexical (and other) resources describing  different 
meaning aspects. Section 5 concludes with an outlook on future research directions.  

 1. Representation and computation .

 1.1. Lexicons in computational semantics .

 The development of semantic lexicons in and for computational semantic processing has 
been shaped by two complementary aspects of lexical meaning. Since words are com-
bined to form complex phrases that express specifi c meanings, lexical meaning clearly 
relates to  structural aspects of meaning  in compositional meaning construction, with phe-
nomena such as argument structure, quantifi er or adverbial scope, presupposition projec-
tion, or anaphoric reference (cf. article 82 (von Stechow)  Syntax and semantics).  But more 
importantly, the lexicon plays its primary role in the representation of the  lexical meaning 
of individual words  that build the basis for constructing complex meanings, and that can 
serve as a basis for recognising and modelling paraphrases, lexically driven entailments, or 
creative meaning extensions such as metaphor. 
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64 XXII. Semantics and computer science

 Computational theories of grammar have been studied extensively in the course of 
the last decades, with a strong focus on formal modelling and effi cient computational 
processing of compositional meaning construction. Particular focus was put on the design 
of expressive semantic formalisms, ranging from classical predicate logic to dynamic se-
mantic formalisms, and the design of principled meaning construction methods for di-
verse grammar frameworks (for an overview see Müller 2010). Since all major 
computational grammar formalisms are  lexicalised,  it is the computational semantic lexi-
con in conjunction with compositional meaning construction principles that needs to ac-
count for structural semantic phenomena. Phenomena that have received particular 
attention are quantifi er and adverbial scope, plural interpretation, temporal reference, or 
aspectual properties of events (e.g. Dalrymple et al. 1997, Kamp, van Genabith & Reyle 
2011). On the level of representations, a rich body of work is concerned with the compact 
representation of structural and lexical semantic ambiguities (cf. article 24 (Egg)   Semantic 
underspecifi cation).  

 The meaning representations obtained from computational semantic grammars are 
typically interpreted using a model-theoretic setting. However, practical uses of computa-
tional semantics crucially rely on information about the  lexical meaning of predicates.  As 
an example, consider a Question Answering system that has to determine that  James Watt 
was the fi rst to build a working steam engine  is a relevant answer to the query  Who  invented 
the steam engine? . There are various ways of representing the required lexical semantic 
knowledge, but none can be considered complete on its own. 

 In traditional formal semantics, lexical meaning is defi ned by way of meaning postu-
lates, again interpreted against a model (Carnap 1947), or else by way of lexical meaning 
relations such as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc. (Lyons 1977). The semantics of 
predicate-argument structures describing events or situations has been characterised 
using semantic or thematic roles, or proto-roles (Fillmore 1976, Dowty 1991). Formal de-
scriptions that defi ne the lexical meaning of predicates have been attempted by way of 
decompositional analysis (Katz & Fodor 1964). However, agreement on a basic inventory 
of atomic meaning descriptions has been elusive (Winograd 1978). Most of these ap-
proaches to lexical meaning representation have been applied in work on semantic 
 lexicon building for computational grammars at one time or another. 

 A few proposals also exist for richer semantic characterisations of lexical meaning. 
Examples include Pustejovsky’s generative lexicon that can account for, i.a., the inter-
pretation of metonymy (Pustejovsky 1995), Copestake and Briscoe’s work on sense ex-
tension (Copestake & Briscoe 1995), or research on the integration of multi-word 
expressions (Sag et al. 2002). Sharing the concerns of ontological semantics (Nirenburg 
& Raskin 2004), Cimiano & Reyle (2005) include interfaces to ontological knowledge. 
Here, the role of ontological knowledge is to provide semantic criteria for ambiguity 
resolution, and to support inferences on the basis of the derived semantic representa-
tions. Finally, substantial research exists on the development of  linking theories  that cap-
ture regularities in the syntactic realisation of arguments with specifi c semantic 
properties (Bresnan & Zaenen 1990; Grimshaw 1992; Davis & Koenig 2000; Dang, 
 Kipper & Palmer 2000). 

 All these approaches are mainly concerned with clarifying the formal and computa-
tional aspects of representing and processing lexical meaning in computational grammar 
formalisms, but have not been scaled to large semantic lexicons for broad-coverage, se-
mantically informed NLP systems. Thus, today there exists a good understanding of the 
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mechanisms that are required for the treatment of structural and lexical semantic phe-
nomena in computational grammars – if the information is actually present in the lexi-
cons. The creation of such semantic lexicons – which may involve highly structured 
representations – is a tight and serious bottleneck. 

 1.2. Standalone semantic lexicons .

 The creation of semantic lexicons has been pursued largely independently of computa-
tional grammar research. Depending on theoretical assumptions and the intended usage, 
semantic lexicons are structured according to different aspects of meaning and thus differ 
considerably in their descriptive devices. Some lexicon accounts characterise the meaning 
of individual words (or often, their individual  word senses)  by grouping them into  seman-
tic classes  and by defi ning lexical semantic relations between these classes. Other lexicons 
try to capture constitutive meaning aspects of lexical items by decomposing their mean-
ing in terms of atomic meaning primitives and defi ne semantic relations between words 
on the basis of such primitives. Some lexicons, fi nally, use a combination of these tech-
niques. This section gives an overview of diverse types of semantic lexicons and their 
modelling principles. We start with lexicons describing the meaning of lexical items in 
terms of sense defi nitions, semantic classes, or lexical semantic relations. Argument-taking 
predicates require in addition semantic descriptions that capture the constitutive mean-
ing relations holding between predicates and their arguments. A number of lexicons is 
devoted to specifi c aspects of the meaning of particular word classes (such as nominalisa-
tion, factivity, presupposition, or polarity of emotion). Other specialised lexicons focus on 
the description of the non-compositional semantics of idiomatic expressions, light verbs, 
or collocations, or relate different modalities. Finally, we address the relation between 
semantic lexicons and ontologies. 

 Lexicons modelling inherent lexical meaning .

 Building on infl uential work in theoretical lexical semantics, in particular Dowty (1979), 
Jackendoff (1972), Jackendoff (1985) (cf. article 17 (Engelberg)  Frameworks of decompo-
sition ), early attempts to computational lexicon building aimed at providing  inherent 
meaning descriptions  that can model lexical inferences, the semantic relations between 
diatheses and paraphrases, or resolve lexical ambiguities in context. Dowty’s and Jack-
endoff’s work both aim at inherent, decompositional meaning descriptions in terms of 
primitive semantic predicates. The aims and scope of decomposition, however, diverge 
considerably. Dowty’s work focuses on explaining systematic meaning relations between 
diathesis alternations (e.g. inchoative and causative readings of  open  or  close  using primi-
tives like CAUSE and BECOME), and on the ability of these semantic relations to pre-
dict the range of possible constructions for different types of predicates. Further aspects 
concern aspectual properties of verbs. Decomposition is restricted to modelling these 
grammaticalised categories of lexical meaning, leaving the core lexical semantics of verbs 
largely unanalysed. 

 In contrast, Jackendoffs work on Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) attempts to cap-
ture the lexical meaning of predicates in terms of a set of primitive predicates such as 
 cause, go  (inspired by physical motion) to defi ne generalisations   across predicates 
(cf.  article 19 (Levin & Rappaport Hovav)  Lexical Conceptual Structure).  
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 Figure 110.1 shows an example for the causative use of  break  with an instrument ex-
pressed by a  with -PP. The heart of the lexicon entry is the semantic description (:LCS) 
which uses fi gures to denote semantic categories. It defi nes the meaning of  break  as “an 
Agent [1] causes the identity of an Experiencer [2] to become a broken Experiencer [2], 
using an Instrument [20]” ([9] stands for “Predicate”, and [19] for “Instrumental Particle”). 
The lexicon entry also provides global semantic description of the verb’s valency in terms 
of theta roles (:THETA_ROLES) and selectional restrictions (:VAR_SPEC), as well as map-
pings to other lexical resources such as WordNet (:WN_SENSE), PropBank  (:PROPBANK), 
and Levin classes (:CLASS). 

Fig. 110.1: LCS lexicon entry for transitive break with with-PP (Dorr et al. 2001)

 Dorr (1997) presents automation techniques to develop LCS-based lexicons, linking 
LCS representations to Levin classes and WordNet, as seen above. This work proves the 
applicability of LCS descriptions for special aspects of verb meaning (cf. also VerbNet, 
below), yet the coverage of LCS-based meaning descriptions is restricted, as is their role 
in large-scale NLP applications. Pustejovsky (1995) describes the generative capacity of 
lexical meaning from an opposite viewpoint, assuming a minimal core description and a 
number of principled operations that allow for systematic sense extensions. The theory 
considers both verb and noun meanings (cf. article 17 (Engelberg)  Frameworks of decom-
position ), but the treatment of nouns in terms of  Qualia Structure  is most widely known: 
it describes the  constitutive, formal, telic  and  agentive  functions of nouns that account for 
systematic meaning extensions. While there is no large resource providing qualia infor-
mation, the CORELEX resource (Buitelaar 1998) models another part of the generative 
lexicon, namely the systematic polysemy of nouns. 
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 Lexicons modelling meaning relations .

 Another structuring principle for semantic lexicons consists in defi ning semantic classes, 
i.e. groups of words that are more or less strictly synonyms, and hierarchical semantic re-
lations among them, in terms of super- and subconcepts. This is the inherent structuring 
principle underlying taxonomies, which allows us to generalise attributes of concepts at 
some level in the hierarchy to their subconcepts (cf. article 21 (Cann)  Sense relations ). To 
account for the pervasive phenomenon of lexical ambiguity, semantic classes need to be 
distinguished. This may be achieved by way of formal semantic descriptions of the inher-
ent meaning of predicates (see above). Given the diffi culty of this task, however, semantic 
classes are most often defi ned by way of glosses or textual sense descriptions, combined 
with linguistic examples. 

 Early instances of this type of semantic lexicons are machine-readable dictionaries 
(MRDs) such as the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, LDOCE (Procter 
1978). LDOCE provides linguistic codes and classifi cations for word senses, including 
glosses that use a controlled vocabulary, thus approximating a decompositional analysis. 
However, MRDs are mostly aimed at human users and contain informal descriptions, 
inconsistencies, and implicit information. This   makes the extraction of general-purpose 
lexicons from MRDs diffi cult (Carroll & Grover 1989). 

 The most widely used resource that adheres to the above-mentioned structuring prin-
ciples is WordNet, a resource originally motivated by psycholinguistic considerations, and 
designed for computational as opposed to human usage (Fellbaum 1998). WordNet’s se-
mantic classes, called synsets, are defi ned as groups of  synonymous word senses.  WordNet 
consists of different hierarchies, one for each major part of speech (noun, verb, adjective, 
adverb); the main relation between synsets is the  is-a  relation (corresponding to the hy-
ponymy relation between the lexical items in the synsets). Instead of assuming a single 
top concept, WordNet established 11 top concepts, corresponding to broad conceptual 
domains (such as entity, event, psychological feature, etc.). Figure 110.2 shows a small 
excerpt of the WordNet  is-a  hierarchy around the synset for the “automobile” reading of 
 car.  It shows how WordNet synsets are described with short natural language glosses 
which are not drawn from a controlled vocabulary, but can nevertheless be viewed as 
providing a (pre-formal) decompositional analysis. Formalisation of WordNet glosses has 
been attempted in Mihalcea & Moldovan (2001) by parsing them into logical forms. For 
many synsets, short example sentences are also available. 

 Next to hyponymy, WordNet encodes lexical meaning relations such as antonymy, 
meronymy (part-of relation), entailment, cause, attribute, derivation, etc. These relations 
provide additional meaning aspects for a given synset, while only indirectly, in terms of 
their semantic relations to “neighbourhood” concepts (cf. article 21 (Cann)  Sense rela-
tions).  The synset  car  from Figure 110.2, for example, is meronymically related to over 
twenty other synsets, such as  car door, air bag,  or  roof.  

 Due to its size (it covers more than 200,000 word senses) and simple structure, Word-
Net has shown extremely useful in NLP. For example, a wide range of methods exploit its 
hierarchy to quantify the semantic similarity between words (Budanitsky & Hirst 2006). 
An unresolved issue, however, is the question of its  granularity.  WordNet uses compara-
tively fi ne-grained word senses, which have the potential to convey very specifi c informa-
tion. Yet, vagueness and underspecifi cation of lexical meaning in real-world use often 
make the assignment of a particular sense diffi cult or impossible (Kilgarriff 1997). Recent 
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work explores strategies to dynamically “group” word senses to fi nd an optimal level of 
granularity for a given task (Palmer, Dang & Fellbaum 2006). 

 The increased interest in multimodal applications has lead to the development of mul-
timodal lexicons. Borman, Mihalcea & Tarau (2005) have developed a WordNet-based 
resource, PicNet, that combines linguistic with pictorial representations for concepts. 
Such knowledge can be used for better video or image retrieval (Popescu & Grefenstette 
2008). 

 Lexicons modelling predicate-argument structure .

 The characterisation of meaning by way of synonymy, hyponymy and other meaning rela-
tions works particularly well for lexical items that refer to entities, as most nouns do. 
Predicates denoting events or states, such as verbs and deverbal nouns, have a more com-
plex structure in at least two respects: Syntactically, they combine with  arguments,  which 
requires a semantic characterisation of the arguments in terms of their inherent relation 
to the event or state (their  semantic role,  such as  agent, patient  or  experiencer)  as well as 
their linking to surface positions. Also, events and states are often internally structured in 
terms of aspectual properties. This makes a simple  is-a  hierarchy insuffi cient to express 
semantically relevant relations between events and states, for example to draw inferences 
about the result states of events or the involvement of participants. 

Fig. 110.2: WordNet is-a hierarchy centered around the primary sense of car

...

synonyms: automotive vehicle
gloss: a self-propelled vehicle that does
           not run on rails
example: --

motor vehicle

motorcycle
...

truck
...

...

...

minivan
...

horseless carriage
...

...

synonyms: runabout, two-seater
gloss: an open automobile having a
            front seat and a rumble seat
example: --

roadster

synonyms: auto, automobile,
                    machine, motorcar
gloss: motor vehicle with four wheels;
           typically propelled by an internal
           combustion engine
example: "he needs a car to get to work"

car

...

...
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 A variety of theories exist that characterise the arguments of predicates in terms of 
thematic or semantic roles, such as AGENT, THEME, LOCATION, etc. (e.g. Gruber 1965, Fill-
more 1968, Jackendoff 1972, cf. article 18 (Davis)  Thematic roles).  Classifi cations were 
intended to capture syntactic and semantic characteristics of the respective arguments 
and verb classes. Fillmore (1968), for example, argued for a universal set of atomic the-
matic roles to capture mainly semantic generalisations, and used these to classify verbs 
according to the case-frames they allow. Jackendoff (1972) defi ned a small number of 
thematic roles in terms of primitive semantic predicates in LCS (see above), and estab-
lished linking principles to map syntactic and semantic arguments (Jackendoff 1990). 
However, similar to the general problem of decomposition, no agreement could be 
reached on a complete and universal set of thematic roles. Dowty (1991) introduced a 
weaker defi nition of thematic roles, replacing the set of distinct thematic roles with two 
“proto-roles” (PROTO-AGENT, PROTO-PATIENT) whose semantics are determined through 
individual entailments holding for a given predicate and argument. Fillmore (1976) later 
established a radically different view in introducing Frame Semantics, which assumes 
concept-specifi c semantic roles of predicate classes, defi ned in terms of semantic frames 
and their frame-specifi c roles. 

 A more syntax-oriented view on the semantics of argument structure emerges from 
the work of Levin (Levin 1993; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005). She establishes seman-
tic verb classes (“Levin classes”) on the basis of syntactic argument realisations in diathe-
sis alternations. The underlying assumption is that the ability of a verb to occur in certain 
syntactic alternations is grounded, or a refl ex of underlying semantic properties of verbs. 

 Out of these traditions, a number of large-scale lexicons have emerged that are based 
on the syntactico-semantic properties of argument-taking predicates, mainly for verbs 
and mainly for English. Due to the differences between the underlying theories, they dif-
fer considerably in their design decisions and structuring mechanisms (Ellsworth et al. 
2004; Merlo & van der Plas 2009). Figure 110.3 shows the entries for transitive  break  in 
the three most widely used predicate-argument structure based lexicons. 

  PropBank  (Palmer, Gildea & Kingsbury 2005) is a verb lexicon specifying semantic 
predicate and role annotations on top of the Penn Treebank, a large English treebank 
with constituent structure annotation (Marcus, Santorini & Marcinkiewicz 1993); Nom-
Bank (Meyers et al. 2004) extends the approach to deverbal nouns. PropBank and Nom-
Bank annotate coarse-grained word senses called “rolesets” (like  break.01  in Figure 110.3). 
The semantic roles (“arguments”) are given verb-specifi c mnemonics (like  breaker ). 
Arg0 and Arg1 correspond to Dowty’s proto-agent and proto-patient and thus share 
meaning across predicates, while arguments with higher numbers are defi ned in syntactic 
terms, with limited generalisations. Resources that follow the model of PropBank have 
been developed for Chinese (Xue 2008) and Korean, although the syntactic nature of 
PropBank-style roles makes the re-use of English role defi nitions for other languages 
diffi cult. 

  VerbNet  (Kipper-Schuler 2005) represents an extension and refi nement of Levin verb 
classes (Levin 1993). It is thus located directly at the boundary between syntax and se-
mantics. On the syntactic side, the lexicon contains syntactic frames (fi eld Syntax) with 
selectional restrictions of verb arguments (fi eld Roles). The semantic side is based on 
intersective Levin classes (Dang et al. 1998), a refi nement of Levin’s original theory, and 
defi nes a hierarchy over verb classes, generally not exceeding a depth of three levels (fi eld 
Class). It assumes a small set of abstract, semantically motivated thematic roles (fi eld 
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PropBank

VerbNet

FrameNet

Fig. 110.3: Lexicon entries for transitive break in PropBank, FrameNet, and VerbNet
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Roles). For selected meaning aspects, VerbNet provides fi ne-grained defi nitions in a de-
compositional style, using conjunctions of semantic predicates to characterise pre- and 
post-conditions of the event E as well as temporal and aspectual properties (fi eld 
Semantics). 

  FrameNet  (Fillmore, Johnson & Petruck 2003) is a lexicon in the Frame Semantics 
paradigm (Fillmore 1976) that groups verbs, nouns, and adjectives into semantic classes 
(frames) that correspond to abstract situations or events. While a variety of criteria is 
used in determining frames, most of them tend to be semantic. FrameNet defi nes seman-
tic roles at the level of individual frames (cf. article 29 (Gawron)  Frame Semantics  for 
details). Figure 110.3 shows that  break  is analysed as belonging to the CAUSE_TO.FRAGMENT 
frame, with de fi ni tions of the frame and roles stated in natural language. Some of the se-
mantic roles are further specifi ed in terms of general semantic types such as Sentient. The 
frames are organised into a “frame hierarchy” defi ned by frame-to-frame relations  (in-
heritance, subframe, causative-of  ect.) that defi ne hierarchical, but also paradigmatic se-
mantic relations, such as successions of events and states in script-like situations. The 
frame hierarchy also provides mappings between frame-specifi c semantic roles. Due to its 
primarily semantics-oriented structuring principles (schematised situations and partici-
pant roles), the FrameNet classifi cations established for English have been successfully 
transferred to different languages, though not without need for language-specifi c adjust-
ments in the inventory of frames and roles (Burchardt et al. 2009; Subirats 2009; Ohara 
et al. 2004). 

 Due to the differences in their underlying theories, these resources have put different 
emphasis on syntactic vs. semantic structuring principles, and correspondingly achieve 
different degrees of generalisations in defi ning and relating semantic classes. PropBank 
does not specify relations across lexical items on a formal level, although informal char-
acterisations can be read off the free-text descriptions provided for word senses and role 
labels. VerbNet achieves a higher degree of generalisation by introducing a certain degree 
of hierarchical structuring. In addition, it provides strong decompositional semantic defi -
nitions of verbs, including thematic roles with selectional preferences. In FrameNet, the 
coarse-grained semantic classes (frames) typically cover a number of predicates and pro-
vide only a limited defi nition in terms of their sets of semantic roles. Additional charac-
terisations and constraints are only available in free text form. Similar to WordNet, it may 
be possible to gain considerable information from the hierarchical structure that is de-
fi ned over frames, in terms of frame-to-frame relations, and in fact this network shows 
potential for use in NLP tasks (Narayanan & Harabagiu 2004). Nevertheless, the 
FrameNet resource is still far from complete and requires more rigorous formal  defi nition 
of frames and frame relations. 

 A largely unexplored area of semantic lexicon building is the design and creation of 
lexicons for the diffi cult classes of non-compositional lexical semantic phenomena. Most 
computational lexicons assume compositionality in the sense that they specify semantic 
representations only for “atomic” structures (typically, words), as opposed to idiomatic 
expressions or multiword expressions. Fellbaum et al. (2006) proposes a model for large-
scale lexical resource building focusing on idiomatic expressions coupled with textual 
data. The SALSA project (Burchardt et al. 2009) investigated special annotation schemes 
and lexicon entry creation for idiomatic expressions and fi gurative meanings in the Frame 
Semantics paradigm. 
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 Semantic lexicons, ontologies and world knowledge .

 There is a close relation between hierarchically structured semantic lexicons such as 
WordNet and ontologies in that both are organised along the lines of an  is-a  hierarchy. 
However, there are – at least in theory – two fundamental differences between semantic 
lexicons and ontologies. 

 The fi rst distinction lies in the  nature of the objects  that are defi ned. In semantic lexi-
cons, these are lexical units (words or word senses) of particular languages, while the 
classes defi ned in ontologies proper are  concepts  (Gruber 1995) that may or may not be 
language-independent. This difference becomes obvious once we contrast WordNets for 
different languages. A comparison of these resources shows that languages can have lexi-
cal gaps (cf. the absence of an exact English counterpart to German  Gemü tlichkeit ). At 
the same time, they may lexicalise distinctions that other languages do not (cf. the English 
distinction between  isolation  and  insulation  both of which translate into German as 
  Isolation).  Multilingual semantic lexicons must handle such divergences explicitly. In 
 EuroWordNet, this happens via a  inter-lingual index (ILI)  (Vossen 1998). 

 The second distinction is the  descriptive inventory.  Semantic lexicons categorise lexical 
items with respect to lexical relations, lexical properties, or predicate-argument structure. 
In contrast, ontologies provide rigidly defi ned knowledge-oriented (encyclopedic) rela-
tions, attributes and axioms for concepts. For example, the concept  politician  will need to 
provide typed attributes and relations such as  party, period of service,  or  elected by  which 
are clearly encyclopedic. 

 In practice, however, the distinction between linguistic meaning and world knowledge 
is notoriously diffi cult (Hirst (2004), cf. article 32 (Hobbs)  Word meaning and world 
knowledge).  Lexical meaning often closely corresponds to conceptual knowledge. Lexical 
relations like antonymy, synonymy and also entailment are crucially grounded in onto-
logical categories and properties (such as  dead  vs.  alive, bachelor  and  unmarried ), which 
makes them diffi cult, if not impossible, to distinguish from ontological concepts and rela-
tions. Differences show up in cases of linguistic distinctions that do not have an immedi-
ate ontological counterpart, as in linguistically conveyed differences in perspectivisation 
of one and the same event (e.g.  buy  vs. sell). On the other hand, some lexical ontologies, 
such as WordNet, include semantic relations that are truly ontological, such as  part-of,  
which adds to terminological confusion. 

 While linguistic knowledge is often easier to specify than the potentially open-ended 
fi eld of ontological information, purely linguistic properties are insuffi cient for NLP ap-
plications that require deeper semantic analysis. on the other hand, the knowledge en-
coded in ontologies cannot be put to use in NLP applications without relating it to the 
linguistic realisation of the classes and relations. This may be provided in different ways: 
by constructing an explicit mapping between a semantic lexicon and an ontology (Niles & 
Pease 2003); by enriching a semantic lexicon with ontological information (Gangemi, 
Navigli & Velardi 2003), or through construction of hybrid lexicons that include a linguis-
tic and an ontological level of description, such as OntoSem (Nirenburg & Raskin 2004), 
or HaGenLex (Hartrumpf, Helbig & Osswald 2003). 

 Lexicons modelling specifi c meaning aspects .

 A number of lexicon resources concentrate on particular meaning aspects. Some focus on 
linguistic properties like the implicative behaviour of sentence embedding verbs (Nairn, 
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Karttunen & Condoravdi 2006), the evaluative function of lexical items (Esuli & Sebas-
tian 2006; Pang & Lee 2008), or collocation patterns (Spohr & Heid 2006). Others de-
scribe the semantics of particular word classes such as prepositions (Saint-Dizier 2006) or 
nominalisations (Lapata 2002). Yet other lexicons provide information on generic se-
mantic similarity (Lin 1998) or admissible sentence-level paraphrases (Lin & Pantel 
2001). These resources vary widely in how structured they are. On one extreme, they may 
employ complex graph-based structures (Spohr & Heid 2006), or rest upon in-depth lin-
guistic examination, as in the case of (Nairn, Karttunen & Condoravdi 2006). On the 
other end of the spectrum, they are sometimes little more than ranked lists of word pairs 
(Lin 1998). 

 1.3. Semantic lexicons in use .

  From semantic resources to semantic processing.  The various types of knowledge that are 
represented in computational lexicons are potentially benefi cial for a wide range of NLP 
tasks. We will motivate this claim on a small example from Question Answering, where 
questions and answer candidates can differ on a number of linguistic dimensions. For ex-
ample, a potential answer to the question  Whom did Peter see?  may be  The man with the 
moustache was seen by Peter,  i.e., in passive voice. The relationship between active and 
passive sentences is best modelled by mapping syntactic (surface) argument positions 
onto their corresponding  semantic roles,  a process known as semantic role labelling or 
shallow semantic parsing and pioneered by Gildea & Jurafsky (2002). This is a prime 
 application of predicate-argument structure-based lexicons. 

 A different problem is posed by  Peter saw the man with his binoculars,  a sentence with 
an attachment ambiguity where it is unclear whether the binoculars modify the object of 
the seeing event. Such problems can be addressed by forming semantic classes that de-
scribe  selectional preferences  for argument positions, such as the instrument of “see” 
(Resnik 1996). As illustrated above, some lexicons encode conceptual classes, or 
 selectional restrictions for argument positions. 

 Next, a sentence like  Peter saw the point of Jack’s argument  should not be considered 
relevant even though it shares both predicate and subject with the question. The reason is 
polysemy: here, the sense of “see” can be paraphrased by “understand” while in the ques-
tion it is closer to “observe”. Selection or assignment of the appropriate word sense in a 
given context is addressed in the task of  word sense disambiguation  (WSD, Navigli 2009). 
The by far most widely used sense inventory for this task are the WordNet classes, due to 
WordNet’s high coverage, and the ability to use the detailed hierarchy to guide generali-
sation. Finally, some answer candidates can only be recognised as relevant through  infer-
ence  (Norvig 1987), such as  The man was identifi ed by the eye witness Peter:  Establishing a 
relation between this sentence and the question requires the knowledge that being an eye 
witness necessarily requires an act of observation. This relation might be defi ned in the 
inherent meaning of the expression in a lexicon, it might be established through a formal 
inference process, using knowledge from an ontology, or can be modelled through 
 approximate inference methods (see below). 

  Disambiguation in context.  The availability of semantic lexicons and their encoded 
representations is merely a fi rst step towards their actual use in semantic processing tasks. 
A serious limitation for their use is that they list the range of possible semantic classes for 
lexical items, but do not provide specifi cations as to when these classes are appropriate 
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for a given instance of the lexical item in a specifi c context. In fact, all applications 
sketched above crucially depend on  automatic disambiguation  methods that can assign 
one or more appropriate classes to lexical items in context. Such disambiguation models 
can be based on a large variety of techniques ranging from knowledge-based or heuristic 
techniques to statistical models. 

 Over the last years, robust data-driven methods have been very successful. Such meth-
ods can make use of  quantitative information  gained from annotated corpus data which 
many semantic resource building efforts have produced in parallel with the lexicon re-
sources. The FrameNet database, for example, comes with a large corpus of frame- 
annotated sentences that were successfully used for training semantic role labelling 
systems (Gildea & Jurafsky 2002). WordNet provides frequencies of senses through the 
sense-annotated Semcor corpus (Fellbaum 1998). Data-driven methods for word sense 
disambiguation are still confronted with serious problems (McCarthy 2009). Due to the 
highly skewed frequency distribution over senses, supervised models require massive 
amounts of manual annotations that cannot be achieved on a realistic scale. The perfor-
mance of unsupervised models, by contrast, is still weak. An alternative to statistical mod-
els are knowledge-based methods. The Lesk algorithm (Lesk 1986) and its derivatives 
compute semantic overlap measures between words in the context of the target word and 
the words in the sense glosses listed in WordNet for each synset, resulting in a model that 
is still hard to beat. A promising recent development is the emergence of  knowledge-
based  methods that link semantic classes to the vast common-sense knowledge repository 
Wikipedia, whose articles and link structure can serve as the basis for disambiguation 
models for the semantic classes without the need for manual annotation (Gabrilovich & 
Markovitch 2007; Ponzetto & Navigli 2010). 

 In contrast to independent models for disambiguation, Pustejovsky, Hanks & Rumsh-
isky (2004) propose an integrated  contextual  lexicon model for word senses that associ-
ates target entries with syntagmatic patterns of words, so-called  selection contexts,  that 
determine the assignment of word senses in context. 

 Approximate semantic processing .  Semantic analysis in current practical NLP applica-
tions is far from comprehensive. This is due to the scarcity of resources on the one hand, and 
the complexities of fi ne-grained semantic analysis on the other. Still, currently available 
resources have been put to use effectively for a variety of semantic analysis tasks that are 
known to be highly problematic for computational modelling. A commonly used technique 
is to approach complex phenomena by considering simplifi ed, and thus more tractable, as-
pects that are accessible to current semantic processing tools and techniques. A crucial fac-
tor in the success of this approach is the large amount of  redundancy  in the text collections 
most NLP tasks are concerned with. Redundancy lowers the requirements on detail and 
precision, since relevant linguistic material will usually occur more than once. In conse-
quence, even the simple notion of generic  semantic relatedness  is put to use in many applica-
tions. It underlies most Information Retrieval systems, and can inform the resolution of 
syntactic and semantic ambiguities (Dagan, Lee & Pereira 1999; Resnik 1999; Lapata 2002). 

 With regard to drawing inferences from text, the textual inference framework (Dagan 
et al. 2009) has risen to prominence. In textual inference, entailment relations between 
sentences are not defi ned through a theory of meaning, but rather established by annota-
tor judgments, with the effect of decoupling phenomenon and processing paradigm. 
A number of approaches have been applied to textual inference, including full-fl edged 
logical inference. However, most approaches are approximate, relying on the partial 
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information present in current semantic lexicons. WordNet, for example, can be used to 
add hyponym and hyperonym information to analyses; FrameNet and VerbNet can be 
used to retrieve similar predicates, and to some extent also information about result states 
(Burchardt et al. 2007). 

 Limitations and prospects of current semantic lexicons .  The amount of semantic knowl-
edge encoded in today’s semantic lexicons is still limited. As a result, more involved infer-
ence problems still remain outside the reach of lexicon-driven approaches. This holds 
even for the currently most advanced “deep” semantic NLP systems that include large-
scale meaning construction and inference machinery, such as Bos (2009). For example, the 
rejection of the standard interpretation of  Peter and Mary got married  in the context of 
 Peter married Susan, and  

  Mary married John  requires knowledge about the incompatibility of multiple synchro-
nous marriages. One direction of research towards richer semantic resources and process-
ing is the acquisition of such knowledge from corpora, either unstructured text or 
pre-structured texts from Wikipedia (see Section 2.3.). Another one is the enrichment of 
semantic representations by building interfaces to manually crafted ontologies such as 
Cyc or SUMO (Niles & Pease 2003); however, the task of defi ning fl exible interfaces 
 between the lexical and the ontological level is still a challenge (see Section 4.). 

 2. Building semantic lexicons .
 Computational lexical semantics has achieved a major break-through in large-scale lexi-
cal resource building within the last decade, as evidenced by the resources presented in 
Section 1. At the same time, current methods are still insuffi cient to meet the need for 
deeper analysis, both for general and specialised domains, and, prominently, the need for 
multilingual resources. 

 2.1. Strategies for building semantic lexicons .

 The two main strategies for manual lexicon creation can be seen as opposing poles on a 
continuum. On one end of the spectrum lie manual resource creation efforts that do not 
use corpus data at all, relying exclusively on linguistic insight. Great care must be taken 
not to overlook relevant phenomena, and to achieve a good balance of lexical instances 
in terms of frequency of occurrence and representativeness of senses. 

 The other pole is formed by strict corpus-driven lexicon development. This method 
annotates a corpus from which the lexicon is later extracted. Advantages of this approach 
include the grounding of the lexicon data in naturally occurring instances, which ensures 
good coverage of phenomena, and the ability to read quantitative tendencies off the an-
notations. On the downside, corpus annotation often faces massive redundancy for fre-
quent phenomena. Also, annotation introduces overhead, notably in the effort necessary 
to guarantee consistency and informativity. Particularly problematic are the ambiguity and 
vagueness inherent in many semantic phenomena such as word sense (Kilgarriff 1997). 
Finally, lexicon extraction is confronted with the problem of characterising phenomena 
across multiple linguistic levels, which requires well-designed interfaces (see  Section 4.). In 
practice, the most feasible strategy for the manual creation of a semantic lexicon is often a 
compromise. This might involve direct manual creation of the resource that is nevertheless 
guided by systematic sighting and frequency analysis of the data to encourage high 
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coverage and representativeness. A variety of corpus analysis tools support empirically 
guided lexicon building through quantitative analysis and linguistically informed search 
on large corpora: the CQP workbench (Christ et al. 1999), Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al. 
2004) or the Linguist’s Search engine (Resnik & Elkiss 2005). Exemplary corpus  annotation 
can serve to validate analysis decisions and provide data for corpus-driven models. 

 2.2. Conservative methods for data-driven lexicon creation .

 Traditional lexicon construction, whether introspective or corpus-driven, proceeds manu-
ally and is a long and expensive process. The creation of many semantic lexicons that are 
in general use, such as WordNet, was only feasible because these resources concentrated 
on a small set of semantic relations. However, manual lexicon creation strategies can be 
complemented with semi-automatic methods aimed at extending the coverate of existing 
lexicon resources. These methods take advantage of corpus-based lexical semantic 
 processing methods and range from simple to challenging. 

 A pressing need that is comparatively simple to address is an increase in coverage to 
previously unknown lexical items. In  supersense tagging  (Ciaramita & Johnson 2003; 
 Curran 2005) unknown words (usually nouns) are sense-tagged according to a small num-
ber of broad WordNet classes. Pennacchiotti & Pantel (2006) build sense vectors charac-
terising synsets that can be used to fi nd the closest WordNet synset for unknown words, 
bringing together large-scale extraction and integration of semantic relations. 

 A more challenging goal is the structural extension of a semantic lexicon, which in-
volves shaping new semantic classes or senses, their insertion into the existing lexical hi-
erarchy, and the induction of semantic relations. Fully automated induction of semantic 
classes, semantic relations, and full ontologies (see below), is still in its infancy. Hence, 
practical resource creation often reverts to more controlled, semi-automatic methods. For 
VerbNet, e.g., Korhonen & Briscoe (2004) automatically acquire new Levin classes using 
corpus-based methods. The integration of this information into the VerbNet hierarchy 
still requires manual defi nition of novel semantic classes and predicates, as well as local 
modifi cations of the VerbNet hierarchy (Kipper et al. 2006). 

 2.3. Automatic acquisition of semantic lexicons and knowledge bases .

 Fully automatic methods try to reduce human effort as completely as possible. As is evi-
dent from the previous discussion, completely automatic acquisition is only possible 
 either for coarse-grained classes or by tuning methods to individual relations. 

 Most such approaches rely on (unannotated) corpora, which are now available for many 
languages, domains, and genres, often by harvesting from the web. Semantic relations can 
be gathered from unanalysed corpora by collecting co-occurrence information about words 
or word pairs, following Harris’ (1968) observation that semantically related words tend to 
occur in similar contexts. Variation in the specifi cation of contexts gives rise to a range of 
approaches.  Pattern-based  methods use lexico-syntactic templates to identify contexts (typ-
ically a small number) that identify individual relations (Hearst 1992). The upper part of 
Figure 110.4 illustrates this idea for hyponymy relations. In contrast,  distributional  methods 
record the co-occurrence of individual words with their surrounding context words (e.g., all 
words within a context window or within a syntactic relationship). Pairwise similarities be-
tween the vector representations (e.g., cosine similarity) can then be  interpreted as general 
semantic relatedness (Schütze 1993); see the lower part of Figure 110.4. 
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 Learning semantic classes .

 Automatic approaches typically start with the induction of semantic classes or senses, 
i.e., sets of words with similar semantic properties. Unsupervised approaches to this task 
almost invariably use  clustering  techniques that group words with similar distributional 

Fig. 110.4: Automatic acquisition of lexical information from corpora

distributional acquisition

pattern-based acquisition

Pattern

X such as Y

Nouns of Interest

car, motor vehicle, truck

Corpus

...motor vehicles such as cars...
...motor vehicles such as trucks...

Analysis

(car, motor vehicle): seen with pattern => hyponymy
(truck, motor vehicle): seen with pattern => hyponymy
(car, truck): not seen with pattern => no hyponymy

Corpus

...heavy trucks..

..apples are sweet..

Nouns of Interest

car, truck, apple

Similarities

(car, truck):         extremely similar
(car, motor vehicle): very similar
(car, apple):         very dissimilar
...

car truck motor vehicle apple

heavy 3 5 3 1

drive 10 7 6 0

department 2 3 10 1

sweet 1 0 0 10
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representations into classes (Hindle 1990; Lin 1998; Pantel & Lin 2002). Further examples 
are Schulte im Walde (2006), who induces verb classes for German purely on the basis of 
distributional information, and Green, Dorr & Resnik (2004), who induce word classes that 
are similar in nature to frame-semantic classes by combining evidence from two dictionar-
ies. Prescher, Riezler & Rooth (2000) cluster verb-object pairs to obtain semantic classes. 
Grenager & Manning (2006) use a structured probabilistic model to induce  equivalence 
classes of arguments across diathesis alternations that resemble PropBank roles. 

 A major drawback of unsupervised learning methods is that they are incompatible 
with pre-structuring the domain of semantic classes. This problem is addressed by semi-
supervised  bootstrapping approaches.  Here, a small number of initial “seeds” is used to 
bias the induction of classes towards a desired class structure. Riloff & Jones (1999), 
Thelen & Riloff (2002) run a pattern-based bootstrapping process to induce semantic 
classes such as  building, human, event,  or  weapon.  A major issue in bootstrapping is the 
acquisition of bad patterns or items, which can “poison” the bootstrapping process. This 
is usually avoided by confi dence-based fi ltering. In the verbal domain, Miyao & Tsujii 
(2009) develop a probabilistic supervised model that classifi es unseen verbs into the full 
inventory of VerbNet classes, relying on features extracted from unannotated corpora. 

 Beyond the level of individual words, surface-oriented acquisition methods may be 
used to acquire sets of phrases or sentences with similar meanings (“to work for”  “to 
be employed by”). This task is called  paraphrase acquisition  and can be based on 
 comparable and parallel corpora (Barzilay & Lee 2003; Bannard & Callison-Burch 2005). 

 The main challenge in learning semantic classes is the large number of different crite-
ria by which items can be grouped. This is indicated by the large number of classifi cations 
proposed in the literature (cf. Section 1.). Consequently, there is no unique “correct” 
 classifi cation, which exposes evaluation against any fi xed gold standard to criticism. 

 Learning semantic relations .

 We now consider the induction of (binary) semantic relations holding between words or 
semantic classes, the so-called  relation extraction  task. Traditionally, the focus is on nomi-
nal relations such as synonymy, hyponymy/hyperonymy  (is-a)  and meronymy  (part-of )  – 
the relations also found in WordNet. In the pattern-based tradition, Hearst (1992) has 
used simple surface patterns to induce  is-a  relations. Girju, Badulescu & Moldovan (2006) 
use a similar approach for meronymy induction. Ruiz-Casado, Alfonseca & Castells 
(2005) learn extraction patterns and acquire new lexical relations for enriching WordNet 
using Wikipedia. A recent development is a broader focus on other lexical relations, such 
as  causation  in work by Pantel & Pennacchiotti (2006). They also use the lexical relations 
they induce to extend WordNet. Fine-grained relation extraction (Agichtein & Gravano 
2000) and classifi cation (Girju et al. 2009) tends to target increasingly encyclopedic rela-
tions such as  content-container, part-whole,  and thus approaches the domain of ontology 
learning (see below). 

 A related task is the  acquisition of inference rules,  which identifi es pairs of words where 
the second follows from the fi rst (“to snore”  “to sleep”). Such inference rules can be 
acquired not only on the lexical level, but also for multi-word expressions and phrases 
(Lin & Pantel 2001; Pantel et al. 2007; Pekar 2008). 

 Turney & Littman (2005) go beyond the search for individual relations. They develop 
models to determine the semantic similarity holding between pairs of relation tuples, 
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e.g.  mason:stone  –  carpenter:wood.  This task extends identifi cation of semantic relations 
to the task of recognising analogies; it requires representations not only of word meaning, 
but also of relations between words. 

 Learning and populating ontologies .

 Techniques for inducing full-fl edged ontologies integrate relation learning with class 
learning, the two tasks described above. It typically begins with the induction of concepts, 
which may be instantiated with lexical items. The classes are subsequently structured on 
the basis of semantic relations. These are initially taxonomic, but are subsequently 
 extended by relational and encyclopedic knowledge. 

 One possibility is to extend the clustering-based methods for inducing semantic classes 
described above to induce hierarchical structure (Caraballo 1999). Cimiano, Hotho & 
Staab (2005) refi ne this technique by using formal concept analysis, using predicate- 
argument relations as contexts. Unfortunately, the induction of hierarchies with clustering 
techniques multiplies the problems encountered in analysing and evaluating clustering-
induced semantic classes. A promising new development is the injection of global consis-
tency constraints into ontology learning, e.g. by enforcing the transitivity of hyponymy 
(Snow, Jurafsky & Ng 2006). 

 Knowledge can also be drawn from other sources. Traditionally, this meant machine-
readable dictionaries (Nichols et al. 2006). In the last years, the huge growth of Wikipedia 
has led to a fl urry of work on this resource. Ponzetto & Strube (2007) convert the category 
structure of Wikipedia into a large  is-a  hierarchy. Ruiz-Casado, Alfonseca & Castells 
(2005) use Wikipedia as a resource for learning patterns for semantic relations and extend 
WordNet with newly acquired relation instances. Suchanek, Kasneci & Weikum (2008) 
construct a large-scale ontology that combines WordNet and Wikipedia. Its taxonomy 
backbone is formed by WordNet and enriched with facts derived from Wikipedia. While 
these approaches are able to derive large-scale and high-quality ontological resources 
(when evaluated against other ontologies, or human judgements), they rely on the exis-
tence and correctness of such resources as well as the compatibility of their structuring 
principles with the target ontology. 

 Learning semantic knowledge from corpora or structured resources such as Wikipedia 
currently seems to be the most promising way to solve the acquisition bottleneck. It is, 
however, inherently restricted to the type of knowledge that is directly or indirectly re-
coverable from textual or semi-structured resources. General world knowledge remains 
diffi cult to acquire from text, as it is often too basic to be conveyed explicitly, even in 
 encyclopedic sources such as Wikipedia. 

 3. Multilingual and cross-lingual aspects .
 The development of comprehensive criteria for semantic classifi cation presents itself as a 
new challenge for each language. Therefore it seems attractive to start from a monolin-
gual model developed for a given language when developing resources for a new lan-
guage. However, the structure of a monolingual semantic lexicon is not guaranteed to fi t 
other languages, due to conceptual and lexical differences (cf. article 13 (Matthewson) 
 Methods in cross-linguistic semantics).  In what follows, we discuss strategies for building 
semantic lexicons for a growing set of languages, and for dealing with cross-linguistic 
 differences in practice. 
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 3.1. Manual multilingual resource development .

 While some languages (notably English) are fairly well researched, few resources exist for 
many smaller languages. An important research question is therefore how existing re-
sources in  source  languages (SL) like English can be re-used for effi cient development of 
new  target  languages (TL). Ideally, criteria or even concrete annotation guidelines of the 
SL can be directly transferred to the TL. This presupposes that the criteria used to struc-
ture the SL resource are (at least largely) consistently applicable to other languages. 
For example, adopting Levin verb classes as structuring principle for a multilingual 
 classifi cation requires that all languages show similar verbal diathesis alternations. 

 Retaining a tight correspondence between categories and relations across different 
languages is desirable for another reason: If such correspondences are possible, the de-
sign principles evidently capture cross-lingual generalisations. In lexicography, such cor-
respondences allow the study of cross-lingual similarities and differences of lexicalisation 
patterns (Boas 2005). In NLP, they can be directly exploited for cross-lingual processing, 
e.g. by translating queries through WordNet synsets or FrameNet classes that relate 
 lexical items across several languages. 

 The best-known example of parallel lexicon development is WordNet, which has be-
come available for a large number of languages through the EuroWordNet project (Vos-
sen 1998) and the Global WordNet association. Another example is FrameNet, counterparts 
of which are available or under development for Spanish (Subirats 2009), German (Bur-
chardt et al. 2006), and Japanese (Ohara et al. 2004). PropBank resources are available for 
Chinese and Korean. 

 However, the correspondences are rarely, if ever, perfect. There are two strategies 
how to deal with divergences. EuroWordNet exemplifi es  fl exible correspondence.  Word-
Net categories (synsets) are lexical, and therefore tied strongly to individual languages. 
In EuroWordNet, therefore, resource development in individual languages was largely 
independent. However, all languages map their synsets onto a so-called “inter-lingual 
index” (ILI), a unstructured set of language-independent synsets. Specifi cally, there is an 
ILI synset for each synset in any of the EuroWordNet languages. However, the links 
between ILI synsets and synsets of individual languages are not necessarily equivalence 
(synonymy) links (Peters et al. 1998). For example, the Dutch distinction between 
“hoofd” (human head) and “kop” (animal head) is mirrored in the existence of two dis-
tinct ILI synsets. These ILI synsets are linked to a single English “head” synset by way of 
a  hyperonymy  link. In this manner, the ILI accommodates structural differences between 
the individual WordNets. 

 In contrast, work on FrameNets for new TLs attempts to retain  direct correspondence,  
since the categories under consideration, schematised situations, lend themselves more 
readily to cross-lingual generalisation. Consequently, the structure of FrameNet was used 
as an initial starting point for most other projects, which restricts the work for new TLs to 
the assignment of lexical items to pre-defi ned frames and the collection of examples. 
Problems arise from FrameNet’s assumption that frames are evoked lexically. Figure 110.5 
shows an example of a cross-lingual difference in the granularity of lexicalisation. In 
 English FrameNet, the distinction between  driving  a vehicle (as a driver) and  riding  a 
vehicle (as passenger) was codifi ed in the form of two frames: Operate_Vehicle and 
Ride_Vehicle. In German, however, this distinction is not clearly lexicalised: the verb 
 fahren  can express both situations and cannot be assigned straightforwardly to one of 
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the two frames. This situation was resolved by introducing a common superframe, 
Use_Vehicle. 

 More diffi cult to amend are general differences in argument realisation patterns be-
tween languages (such as differences in the argument incorporation of motion verbs be-
tween Romance and Germanic languages). Since in such cases establishing direct 
correspondence has undesirable consequences, the multilingual FrameNet initiative has 
decided to revert to an ILI-like fl exible mapping when 

 3.2. Cross-lingual resource acquisition .

 For many languages, manual resource development is not an option at all. Thus, current 
research investigates techniques for cross-lingual resource induction to automate this 
process as completely as possible. 

 A fi rst straightforward method is to use an existing  bilingual dictionary  to “translate” 
a SL resource into a TL resource. This method does not have any linguistic context at its 
disposal, other than the information encoded in the dictionary. Therefore, it requires (i) a 
high degree of correspondence on the lexical level between the two languages, and 
(ii) high-quality sense disambiguation for the selection of appropriate translation pairs 
from the dictionary. Fung & Chen (2004) construct a Chinese frame-semantic predicate 
classifi cation by mapping English FrameNet entries onto Chinese using two bilingual dic-
tionaries, with a subsequent monolingual disambiguation step, and obtain a high accuracy. 
While bilingual dictionaries developed for human users are often inconsistent and lack 
quantitative information, they can also be induced from corpora and used to induce 
 selectional preference information for TLs (Peirsman & Padó 2010). 

Fig. 110.5: Example for a cross-lingual divergence (German/English) in FrameNet

Use_Vehicle

Definition: A Driver transports themself and
possibly other passengers (the Theme) to
another location.
Semantic Roles: Driver, Theme, Goal, Path,
Source, Vehicle
Lexical units (English) –
Lexical units (German): fahren

Ride_Vehicle

Definition: In this frame a Theme is moved
by a Vehicle which is not directly under their
power.
Semantic Roles: Theme, Goal, Path,
Source,Vehicle
Lexical units (English): ride, ...
Lexical units (German): --

Operate_Vehicle

Definition: The words in this frame describe
motion involving a Vehicle and someone
who controls it, the Driver.
Semantic Roles: Driver, Goal, Path, Source,
Vehicle
Lexical units (English): drive, ...
Lexical units (German): –
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 A second method is the use of  parallel corpora  in a three-step method called  annota-
tion projection  (Yarowsky, Ngai & Wicentowski 2001). In Step 1, the SL side of a parallel 
corpus is labeled automatically, using the available SL resources. In Step 2, the SL annota-
tions are transferred to the TL, on the basis of automatically induced word alignments. In 
Step 3, the TL annotations can serve as input either for lexicon creation, as described 
in Section 2.3., or as training data for new TL labelers. As Resnik (2004) observes, projec-
tion can be understood as reducing an unsupervised setting to a supervised setting, in 
which the TL labels are provided by the SL via word alignment. The validity of the TL 
labels relies on the so-called “direct correspondence assumption” (Hwa et al. 2002) – 
namely, that the semantic annotation of a source expression is also valid for its translation 
in the parallel corpus. This is an issue in particular for structural annotations, such as de-
pendency relations or morphological information, but can be alleviated with fi ltering. 
A factor that can greatly affect the quality of target annotations are errors in the word 
alignments underlying projection. Here, a useful strategy is the exploitation of data re-
dundancy and robust learning methods (Spreyer & Kuhn 2009). Annotation projection 
has been applied to various semantic phenomena, such as word sense (Bentivogli & 
Pianta 2005), frame-semantic information (Padó & Lapata 2009), temporal annotation 
(Spreyer & Frank 2008), or Information Extraction (Riloff, Schafer & Yarowsky 2002). 

 4. Interfaces and interoperability .
 The most widely used semantic lexicons in computational semantics concentrate on some 
well-defi ned aspect of meaning. For practical purposes, it is therefore often necessary to 
combine information from several resources. The three most common scenarios are link-
ing semantic lexicons to other levels of description such as syntax or ontologies; the com-
bination of different semantic lexicons; and the combination of general-vocabulary lexicons 
with domain-specifi c ones. While these tasks share a number of concerns, such as the com-
patibility of design principles and granularity issues, each of them poses its own specifi c 
challenges. 

 Interfaces to morphosyntax .  Using a semantic lexicon for tagging free text with classes 
or senses usually involves part-of-speech tagging and lemmatisation. Morphological anal-
ysis may be required for specifi c semantic properties, for example tense and aspect for 
temporal analysis. This step can exploit a large body of work on standardisation (e.g. of 
tagsets), and divergences between the encodings used in the underlying processors and 
the coding scheme of a given semantic lexicon are usually easy to resolve. More intricate 
is the defi nition of interfaces between syntactic structure and semantic roles in predicate-
argument structures. Both symbolic (rule-based) and statistical (feature-driven) inter-
faces to semantic lexicons need to associate syntactic structures obtained from parsing 
with their corresponding semantic roles (i.e., linking properties). Currently available 
parsers deliver constituent- or dependency-based structures, using a wide spectrum of 
categories and structure-building principles. Therefore, explicit mappings need to be 
 defi ned between parser output and the syntactic representation used in the lexicon. Here, 
omission or misclassifi cation of syntactic properties can constitute a serious obstacle for 
the use of semantic lexicons. Problems of this kind have been addressed in the extraction 
of lexical resources from PropBank and German FrameNet lexicons from annotated 
 corpora (Babko-Malaya et al. 2006; Burchardt et al. 2008). 
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 Interfaces to other semantic lexicons .  The coverage of lexical semantic resources that 
exist for English today is impressive, but when processing free text we are still likely to 
encounter gaps. This is particularly true for lexicons encoding predicate-argument 
 structure, whose deeper descriptions usually suffer from limited coverage. 

 This situation has engendered considerable interest in combining and integrating se-
mantic lexicons. Most of the work pursued fully automatic strategies. For example, Sem-
Link (Loper, Yi & Palmer 2007) provides a mapping between VerbNet, PropBank and 
FrameNet. Often, interest in the mappings is motivated by a particular application: 
Crouch & King’s (2005) Unifi ed Lexicon maps natural language onto a knowledge 
 representation; the goal of Giuglea & Moschitti (2006) and Shi & Mihalcea (2005) is more 
robust semantic role assignment. 

 Current approaches rely almost exclusively on simple heuristics to establish inter- 
resource mappings, such as overlap in verbs between classes, or agreement of verbs on 
selectional preferences. While the resulting mappings are benefi cial for practical pur-
poses, these heuristics cannot deal well with fundamental design differences between re-
sources (such as granularity or the focus on syntactic vs. semantic criteria). Such design 
differences can be bridged by detailed analysis (Čulo et al. 2008), but appears to be  outside 
the scope of automatic methods. 

 Interfaces to ontologies .  As discussed earlier, semantic lexicons need to be distin-
guished from ontological resources. Many NLP tasks, however, can benefi t from the inclu-
sion of a formal ontology, e.g. as a basis for inference, or as a repository for automatically 
acquired factual knowledge (as in Information Extraction or Question Answering tasks) 
(Huang et al. 2010). 

 An explicit mapping has been manually defi ned between the English WordNet and the 
SUMO ontology (Niles & Pease 2003). Mismatches in granularity are covered by explic-
itly marking non-isomorphic correspondences. A method developed in Spohr (2008) 
 allows to extend this mapping automatically to other languages in EuroWordNet. 

 Among the largest horizontally and vertically connected resources is the Omega on-
tology (Philpot, Hovy & Pantel 2010). It integrates the WordNet, VerbNet, FrameNet and 
LCS lexical resources with a number of upper model ontologies (Hovy et al. 2006). In 
view of the special needs of NLP applications and given the problems encountered in the 
alignment of independently developed resources, the OntoNotes project (Pradhan et al. 
2007) now undertakes a large  integrated multi-level corpus annotation project  as a basis 
for corpus-based semantic processing: annotations cover word sense, predicate-argument 
structure, ontology linking and co-reference relations and are tailored to allow rapid but 
reliable annotation practice with semi-automatic support for validation. 

 Interfaces between general and domain-specifi c resources .  The development of NLP ap-
plications (e.g., for the natural or social sciences) can involve the creation of domain-specifi c 
lexical semantic resources, such as lexicons of medical procedures (Fellbaum, Hahn & Smith 
2006) or soccer terms (Schmidt 2006). A major challenge lies in the integration of these 
specifi c lexicons with existing generic linguistic resources. Particularly striking are changes 
in syntactic and semantic properties that can affect general vocabulary items when used in 
a special domain. Verbs, for example, can show exceptional subcategorisation properties and 
meanings (e.g. the German  verwandeln (to convert)  with exceptional intransitive use in a 
soccer context for the special meaning “to turn into a goal”). Similar problems arise at other 
levels: the use of ontologies requires techniques for interfacing general and domain-specifi c 
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ontologies. The problem of matching and aligning ontologies automatically is the subject of 
intensive research in Web Semantics (see article 111 (Buitelaar)  Web Semantics ). 

 Thus, domain-specifi c texts require adapted models for parsing, ambiguity resolution 
as well as special handling in semantic lexicons and their mapping to ontologies. On the 
other hand, closed domains can also facilitate tasks such as the heuristic selection of word 
sense (Koeling, McCarthy & Carroll 2005). 

 Community efforts for standardisation and interoperability .  In response to such prob-
lems, techniques for supporting the standardisation of language resources have been 
 discussed and developed for a considerable time, as in the EAGLES initiative. With devel-
oping W3C standards, advanced representation models are being proposed to achieve 
interoperability across different representation frameworks for language resources (Fran-
copoulo et al. 2006). Recent community efforts work towards ISO-standards for language 
resources (e.g. in LIRICS). Large community projects are developing resource infrastruc-
tures to support interoperability and exchange of resources at a large scale (e.g. CLARIN, 
FLaReNet; see Calzolari 2008). These projects provide a solid  formal  base for data ex-
change; agreement on standards for the represented  content  remains a more diffi cult 
endeavour. 

 5. Conclusion and outlook .
 Natural language processing has seen tremendous achievements in the last decade 
through the development of a range of large-scale lexical semantic resources. As we have 
shown, most theoretical frameworks for describing the meaning of words have found 
their way into lexicon resources, to different degrees and in various combinations. 

 The creation of WordNet, despite its limitations, can be considered a success story that 
has engendered stimulating research and advances in semantic processing, comparable to 
the effect that the Penn Treebank had in the area of syntactic processing. A key role for 
its feasibility and success was its concentration on a simple relational model of lexical 
meaning. This allowed rapid development to a sizable resource and offers fl exible means 
for deployment in practical semantic NLP tasks. Its intuitive structure also prepared the 
ground for developing a multilingual EuroWordNet in a linguistically motivated and 
computationally transparent architecture. The practical use of such resources is greatly 
enhanced by the parallel creation of annotated corpora as a basis for induction of 
 automatic annotation and disambiguation components. 

 Virtually all recent major resource creation efforts, such as FrameNet, PropBank and 
VerbNet, have adopted the methodological aspects of WordNet and its follow-up proj-
ects: (i) concentration on the encoding of a coherent, focused aspect of lexical meaning; 
(ii) empirical grounding, by using data-driven acquisition methods and providing anno-
tated data for corpus-based learning, and (iii) horizontal multilingual extension, building 
on experiences gained in ‘pilot’ languages. 

 Still, the enormous efforts required for creating more complex lexicons such as Verb-
Net and FrameNet clearly show that the semantic resource acquisition bottleneck is far 
from being solved. And while some may still nourish hopes that one day ‘the’ ultimate, 
unifi ed semantic theory of the lexicon will be reached, only the tip of the iceberg formed 
by semantic phenomena has been uncovered. 

 Largely unexplored is in particular the area of non-compositional lexical semantic 
phenomena (idioms and support constructions, metaphors) and to what extent they can 
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be integrated with existing semantic lexicons. The situation is similar for the acquisition 
and integration of lexicons for specifi c domains. Another issue are fi ne-grained meaning 
differences, which are especially important for language generation tasks. These are far 
from being covered by today’s semantic descriptive inventories (Inkpen & Hirst 2006). 

 Today, we observe three major research directions: (i) the rapid creation of multilin-
gual semantic resources using cross-lingual techniques, capitalising on carefully built ex-
isting monolingual resources, (ii) the automated induction of semantic knowledge in 
monolingual settings, through corpus-based induction methods, and (iii) the integration 
of complementary semantic lexicons and annotated corpora, both horizontally and 
 vertically, into coherent and interoperable resources. 

 Statistical, data-driven induction of semantic knowledge is a promising step towards 
the automation of semantic knowledge acquisition. This area of research is novel and 
comparatively unexplored, and its methods are faced with the core problems of seman-
tics, in particular the structuring of the semantic space into classes and relations and the 
identifi cation of salient meaning components. These are challenging decisions even for 
humans; in addition, corpus-based methods reach their limits when it comes to uncover-
ing deeper aspects of semantic knowledge that cannot be derived from surface phenom-
ena and quantitative analysis. As a result, automatic resource induction is typically used 
in a semi-automatic fashion that integrates human judgements. 

 In view of these limitations, novel forms of semantic resource acquisition are being 
explored that build on collaboratively, human-built resources, folksonomies such as Wiki-
pedia, or specially designed annotation tasks (cf. article 111 (Buitelaar)  Web Semantics).  
Structured and unstructured information from Wikipedia can be used for harvesting se-
mantic resources, from taxonomies to ontological attributes and relations. However, Wiki-
pedia’s focus is on encyclopedic information rather than lexical semantic information. 
A new trend builds non-expert contributions for targeted types of knowledge: translation, 
semantic tagging, etc. using game-like scenarios or Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. 

 The move to corpus-based techniques has led to a big momentum and growth in lexical 
semantic resource building, and approximate methods for using them are well established in 
natural language processing. But the need for accurate semantic processing persists. More 
accurate semantic analysis will be needed for tasks that require high precision and that can-
not exploit data redundancy. Examples are applications in the areas of  knowledge-based 
natural language understanding and human-machine interaction. 

  We thank Rainer Osswald and Alexander Koller for comments and Antonina  Werthmann 
for editorial support.  
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  111. Web semantics 
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 5. Conclusions 
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 Abstract 
  This article presents an overview of web semantics, i.e., the use and study of semantics in the 
context of the Web. We differentiate between explicit web semantics, building on Semantic 
Web standards for web-based knowledge representation (ontologies) and reasoning, and 
implicit web semantics, building on text and link mining from web resources.  

 1. Introduction .
 This article presents an overview of the emerging fi eld of  web semantics , divided into  ex-
plicit  and  implicit  web semantics. 

  Explicit web semantics  is discussed in the context of the Semantic Web, which is funda-
mentally based on the formal interpretation of web objects (documents, databases, im-
ages, etc.) according to an ontology. Web objects are therefore provided with knowledge 
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